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Teahouse in Fergana, kafe in Fergana, restaurant in Fergana

Фергана, Узбекистан

Besh-Bola (Five Children) is one of eight settlements around Fergana, a city founded 130 years ago. As it was in the past, Besh-Bola is

considered the Eastern gates of Fergana. The inhabitants of the settlement had a good tradition to meet and see the guests off and this

tradition brought fame to the local cooks who are in respect till nowadays. The cooks offer to taste delicious traditional food. This food is

like a divine gift for the gourmands and having tasted it they surely would claim: “Mazza!” that means “Delicious!!”

About 10 years ago it was decided that a teahouse must be named as «Mazza» and the building was reconstructed and expanded in

order to admit all the people who would desire to eat there. Restaurant hall admits now 500 persons and though it has impressive size

the hall is decorated with a good taste and it looks cozy. Hospitable service stuff is able to make your good mood. The specialties of the

restaurant are Mazza salad and Mazza chop; moreover you will be offered a delicate lamb or chicken dressed with a bouquet of spices

and baked in tandir (traditional clay oven where the dish is being cooked on fire). MAZZA teahouse is an exclusive place for the

organisation of elite concerts, weddings, anniversaries and other important events. Night performance displays traditional dances show

and break dance that is quite popular now. It is complemented with the disco run by Dj Alex, a well known person in the Valley.

Visit us and you will make a right choice!

  

 Цена: Договорная  Тип объявления:

Услуги, предлагаю

 Торг: --

Юсупов Мирзажон +99873 221-60-63 г.Фергана, ул. Кувинская, 7
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